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Abstract 
The design of Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits remains an art despite 

recent advances in Computer Assisted Design (CAD) techniques. Unfortunately, the 
sophistication of the design process has not kept pace with the VLSI hardware technol
ogy. Very expensive errors proliferate into fabrication despite powerful design rule 
checkers and circuit simulators. We have developed an alternative approach derived 
from research in knowledge representation and schema-based computer vision. The sys
tem implemented recognizes an abstract logic function description of the VLSI circuit 
from its mask layout artwork. Our technique reverses the design process thereby recov
ering the logical function actually fabricated in the chip. No simulation is necessary and 
conceptually alJ logical design errors can be detected. The work is a direct application 
of schema labelling techniques which were developed for the Mapsee2 sketch map under
standing system. This prototype system has been tested on a number of logical chip 
designs with correct results. Some results are presented. 

1. Introd~ction 

Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits have fostered a revolution in the com

plexity and sophistication of electronics. The implications of the technology are well 

appreciated. Unfortunately, the sophistication of the design process for producing VLSI 

circuitry has not kept pace with this hardware expansion. Progress has been made in 

utilizing semi-automated layout systems, design rule checkers (DRC), and mask artwork 



compaction programs to ensure that the artwork produced is correct and functional. 

Many of these systems concentrate on the forward de,ign proce,s attempting to preclude 

layout and fabrication mistakes from ()ccurring. AB depicted in Figure 1, the design pro

cess proceeds from right to left. A logic level description or the desired chip is used to 

generate an interconnected network or active devices (and possibly passive components). 

This circuit level description is then used to create multilayer layout,. Photographic 

masks prepared from these detailed layouts are then used to fabricate the actual silicon 

chips. 

Unfortunately, serious design errors still proliferate from conceptual mistakes made 

at both the circuit design and layout design levels. Circuit simulation programs can 

only check the behaviour or the implemented circuit for a subset of its possible states. 

Furthermore, simulation is inherently inefficient and its use becomes increasingly expen

sive as the complexity or VLSI circuitry continues to expand. \Vhat is needed is the 

ability to reverse the design process; to recognize a boolean logic level description of the 

circuit actually implemented directly from the layout artwork. Any logical design errors 

will then be immediately apparent regardless of their sublety or their origin. Figure I 

shows the recognition process proceeding in the opposite direction from design. The lay

out level provides the input data from which first a transistor circuit level description 

can be recognized. This description is interpreted to reproduced a boolean logic descrip

tion. This description can then easily be compared to the original functional 

specification for the chip. No simulation is required. 

We describe in this paper the theory and implementation of an experimental pro

gram for this purpose. The technology employed, called achema labelling (Havens,IQ84), 



originated from research in knowledge representations for computer vision. The task of 

recognizing an abstract circuit description from its realization in mask artwork is 

directly analogous to recognizing scene descriptions from tw~dimensional imagery or the 

scene. In particular, this work follows as an extension of the Mapsee2 

[Havens&Mackworth,rn83) sketch-map understanding system. Mapsee2 used a schema

based knowledge representation to encode models of the geographic objects and their 

spatial relationships that can appear in cartographic sketch maps. The output of the 

system is an hierarchical structural description of these objects at multiple levels of 

abstraction. 

In the work described here, schema classes are used as models for circuit elements 

and their legitimate interconnections. The classes are organized into a hierarchical 

knowledge base. At the bottom of this hierarchy the classes represent the devices, resis

tors, and their connections which can be directly recognized in the input layout artwork. 

Higher classes in the hierarchy represent digital constructions such a.s logic gates flip

flops and registers. Rules are used to specify how the classes in the knowledge base can 

be used to compose a network description for a given input chip layout. We show how 

to efficiently represent knowledge about the VLSI domain using schema labelling tech

niques and bow to use that knowledge for recognizing abstract VLSI circuit descriptions. 

2. Related Research 

The work described here follows a long history of representing and applying 

knowledge to scene analysis. See Mackworth (IQ77) for a good review of scene analysis 

research. Of particular importance are the network consistency labelling techniques of 
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Huffman (1Q71] and Clowes (rn7I). In their work, edges in the scene were labeled as: 

convex, contave, or ouluding. These edge labels were constrained by a set or relational 

corner models compiled Crom a 'priori knowledge of the blocb world task domain. Waltz 

[1072) subsequently made a large contribution to scene analysis by enlarging the label

sets and by introducing a filtering algorithm in which local inconsistencies were removed 

before searching for global solutions. Mackworth [1Q77a) generalized this method 

further into a class of formal network consistency algorithms. Freuder (1Q78) extended 

consistency propagation techniques to synthesize a global n-ary relation over a network 

of n-variables. Mackworth (rn77b} demonstrated that network consistency techniques 

could be applied to tasks more general than the blocks world. Havens and Mackworth 

(1Q83) recently showed how the combination or schema-based knowledge representations 

and network consistency can overcome a number or current limitations or either metho

dology alone. 

In the VLSI design literature, Takashima et. al. (1082) published algorithms for 

logic gate recognition in MOS/LSI mask artwork which replaces serial/parallel devices 

by AND /OR gates respectively. However their algorithm is not a general mechanism. 

In a similar system, Marvik [1Q84] allows for verification at the gate level and higher by 

attaching to the layout higher level descriptions of the modules being implemented. 

Simulation is used to verify that the intended design behaves identically to this higher 

level description. This approach requires that the user specifies his design in three 

different forms: schematics, layout, and high level description attached to the layout. 

Several other systems developed recently for layout verification (Steven,1084) (Bas

tian,1Q83) (hormann,1983) are basically circuit extractors which are designed to realize a 
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circuit level description from the layout level. Some or the most advanced systems [hor

mann,1983] are technology independent but most others are tailored to specific device 

technologies. 

Luellau et. al.(IQ84] implemented an extraction program based on efl'cient network 

comparison algorithms. Their system allows extraction at any level and '-is device tech

nology independent but does not provide the ability to recognize more than one level at 

a time, nor does it provide for recognition of arbitr:iry boolean logic. No logic function 

can be extracted unless the expected function was previously coded into a network 

description. A verification system suggested by \Vojcik [IQ84] was based on a formal 

reasoning system [Lusk,1982]. Here the verification is done by derivation of correctness 

proof for circuit level i+ 1 from axioms and behavioural schemata which describe level i 

of the design. 

In the remainder of this paper we describe our system. 'Ne show how schema-based 

recognition techniques originally developed for computer vision tasks can profitably be 

applied to VLSI design. The explicit representation or knowledge of the task domain is 

fundamental to recognition. In particular by representing the structure or integrated 

circuits at various levels of abstraction, this knowledge can be used to reconstruct a 

high-level description of the VLSI chip directly from its mask artwork. 

a. Repreaentlng VLSI Circuits 

Knowledge about the VLSI domain is naturally organized into a hierarchy. Levels 

in this hierarchy correspond loosely to the different levels or abstra.ction in the 

integrated circuit design and fabrication processes. Referring again to Figure 1, 
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integrated circuits can be described (in progressively more concrete terms) at the logic 

level, circuit level, and finally at an implementation dependent layout level. From this 

last level, the actual device !abrication masks can be prepared. Each level captures the 

same function unequivocally but expressed in a description language appropriate to that 

level. The process of translating Crom one abstraction level to a lower o~e is the design 

process and may depend on the particular device technology employed. In this system 

we assume a standard metal oxide semfrondutor (MOS) technology although other tech

nologies are easily adapted. 

This same knowledge hierarchy can also be used to reverse the design process and 

perform recognition. Figure 2 shows the knowledge base used in this system which is 

called the composition hierarchy. Each node in the hierarchy is a echema dass which is 

a model for a particular class of objects that can appear in VLSI circuits. Classes are 

used to represent VLSI components at each level of the design process. For example, 

the top schema in the composition hierarchy is the Digital-System class which represents 

all possible legitimate VLSI circuits. Schemata lower in the hierarchy represent the 

components of a VLSI chip at lower levels of abstraction. For example, the Gate class 

represents all legal logical gates known to the system (NOT, NAND, NOR, AND, and 

OR). The arcs between classes in the composition hierarchy represent eompoaition 

between the parts (or levels) of a chip design. Classes high in the hierarchy are com

posed of lower level classes recursively downward to the lowest level transistor layout 

descriptions which appear directly in the input data. 

Each schema class in the composition hierarchy contains specific knowledge: 
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(1) The class has a finite and discrete labelset which provides unique symbolic names 

for the roles that the class can play in a VLSI circuit design. For example, the 

labelset for the Gate class is the set: {NOT, NA!\TD, NOR, AND, OR}. Each label 

in this set names a particular possible interpretation for a digital gate. The label

sets of the other classes in the composition hierarchy also reflect their roles in legal 

chip designs. 

(2) The class contains a list of components which can be parts of this class. For exam

ple, logic gates are composed or interconnected collections of transistors and other 

simpler gates. Likewise, latches are composed of gates and recursively other 

latches. Figure 3 ilJustrates the composition of a "D-type" latch as a simpler 0 SR

type" latch and a connected "NOT" gate. 

(3) Finally, the class contains a set of composition rules which provide constraints on 

how its components can be interconnected to Corm valid logical devices. The rules 

specify which labels remain valid for the class given a particular composition or its 

components. In this implementation, we rely on the composition rules alone to pro-

vide sufficient constraints to disambiguate the labelsets for each class1. The result 

is a unique interpretation for each object recognized in the input data. For exam

ple, the composition rule for the "D-type" latch specifies that it must contain an 

"SR-type" latch with its "set" terminal electrically connected to the 11input" termi

nal or the "NOT" gate and its "reset" terminal connected to the "output" of the 

11 NOT" gate. The rule also assigns names to the input and output terminals of the 

1 See Havens II984J for reasons to separate constraints on composition from constraints on interpreta
tion . 
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now completed latch. 

The output or the system is a hierarchical structural description or the input data 

at multiple levels of abstraction. The· format of this description is a network or schema 

instance, constructed from the schema classes to represent particular occurrences or 

objects recognized in the input data. The network makes explicit the objects found in 

the data and their electrical and logical relationships with each other. Typically, the 

network description contains a lo.rge number of instances. However, simple examples 

can help to illustrate the representation. For example, Figure 4a is a transistor circuit 

level diagram of a "NAND" gate which contains three transistors arranged in a correct 

MOS circuit. Figure 4b is a schema network representation of the same gate circuit. 

The instance, Gate 1, contains three transistor instances, T1, T !! and TS Their particu

lar interconnections in the input data are only consistent with a unique "NAJ\TD" label 

for the gate instance under the constraints defined for its class. A second example is 

shown in Figure Sa which is a transistor circuit for a random logic function. The net

work description of the same circuit is shown in Figure Sb. Notice that the composition 

hierarchy allows the recognition of arbitrary boolean functions from compositions of 

simple standard gates. 

4. Experimental Results 

Our system was implemented in compiled Franzlisp on a Va.x-11/780 running 

Uni.x-4.2BSD. The low-level segmentation of the mask artwork into transistors and 

their interconnections was simulated although various existing circuit extractor algo

rithms could have been used (Hofmann,1083] (Steven,l084]. A Serial t-Bit Adder was 
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used to test the system. This circuit contains over 120 transistors. Figure 6 presents a 

logic level diagram of the test circuit. Each block in the diagram is composed of a com

plex circuit. For instance, Figure 7 shows the transistor level circuit for the 1-Bit Ftsll 

Adder component. Our experimental system interpreted the circuit correctly. Table 1 

summarizes other circuits analyzed correctly. These circuits contains from 3 to 42 dev

ices. The processing time for each circuit is indicated in the table. 

6. Conclusion 

Knowledge representations developed for computer vision are applicable to other 

tasks as well. In particular schema labelling techniques are suitable for verifying VLSI 

chip designs. \Vhile previous CAD algorithms were confined to low level recognition, to 

specific technologies, or to specific design methodologies our schema labelling techniques 

are more general. In particular, they suggest methods for reversing the VLSI design pro

cess to recognize structural descriptions of the chip actualJy implemented directly from 

the mask artwork. The experimental results indicate that the system functions correctly 

and could be extended to production use. In future work, we would like to add electri

cal constraints to the knowledge base to augment the current logical rules 

(deKleer&Sussman,1978]. Also it would be desirable to develop a specification language 

for encoding the knowledge about different VLSI device technologies. 
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Figure 7: I -Bit Full Adder 
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